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ALPHAcoustic-iN.Fos is a new series of acoustic panels with a unique innovative pleated aesthetic. 
These frames are covered with a very innovative / smart fabric in which its weave contains stainless 
steel threads (inox), which allow it to maintain its “crumpled” shape. This innovative metal fabric has 
a translucent / photo-permeability that allows it to be used as a luminaire.

Along with the light, this fabric also allows the sound to enter inside and be absorbed by the special 
sound-absorbing slabs inside, which do not affect its lighting function.
It is processed by hand, creating unique, dynamic, sculpted surfaces reminiscent of a rocky 
landscape, or a stormy sea with chromatic shades never similar.

Inside the panels, the LED lights are adapted that can cover the lighting needs of each application. 
Depending on its shape, internally there is a suitable frame and infrastructure for the proper holding 
of the whole panel.

These panels can be produced in any shape, so as to meet high architectural requirements of each project.

DESCRIPTION

Application possibilities are limited only by your imagination and creativity.

ALPHAcoustic-iN.Fos is specifically designed to achieve maximum sound absorption at a specific 
frequency range. Our team of acoustic engineers can assist in choosing the acoustic panels with 
the most adequate sound absorption index for your project according to ISO 354.2003 and ISO 
11654.1997. 
Indicative practical sound absorption coefficient (αp), and weighted sound absorption coefficient 
(αp) can be found in the following table, expressed in flat equivalent surface:

In order to determine the required quantity and configurations of acoustic panels, an acoustic 
study is recommended.

ACOUSTIC CHARACTERISTICS

Type: 
ALPHAcoustic-iN.Fos

Practical Sound Absorption Coefficient αp Weighted Sound 
Absorption 

Coefficient (αw)

Sound Absorption 
ClassFrequency (Hz)

125 250 500 1000 2000 4000

Internal acoustic slab
(thickness 50 mm) 0.28 0.75 0.93 1 1 1 1 A

ALPHAcoustic-iN.kiklos ALPHAcoustic-iN.kiklos.Fos
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ALPHAcoustic-iΝ.Fos can be produced in different shapes and dimensions with different lighting 
specifications. The softness and the malleability of the wire mesh fabric make it possible to create 
irregular wrinkles which provide a variety of light reflections. 
With a slight crumpling, a three-dimensional effect is created with a great visual impact.
Its special outer metal fabric can be printed in any color and pattern.

IDEAS WITH LIGHTING



ALPHA ACOUSTIKI Ltd combines technical experience and 
scientific knowledge of its Engineers which are specialized 

in the field of room acoustics since 1980.

We create workplaces in which people choose to work, 
tailored to the specific

 requirements of each job, with particular attention to the ACOUSTIC & LIGHTING 
necessities of the employee.

DESIGNING FOR WELL-BEING

Please be informed about the rest of our creations in acoustic frames with 
lighting such as:

• ALPHAcoustic-Sky.Fos
• ALPHAcoustic-Perix.Fos

Our technical department (tech@alphacoustic.com), would be happy to help you 
find the best solution for your project.

Design and Production according to Quality Management System ISO 9001.2008 & Environmental Management System ISO 14001.2004
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Eco-friendly

Recyclable

CONTACT

 Τ:  +30 210 6779875 
 F:  +30 210 6779269

info@alphacoustic.com 
www.alphacoustic.com

ALPHA ACOUSTIKI
73, Apostolopoulou Str.  

Chalandri, 15231 Greece

https://alphacoustic.com/en/
https://www.facebook.com/ALPHA.Acoustiki.Ltd/
https://www.facebook.com/ALPHA.Acoustiki.Ltd/
https://twitter.com/A_acoustiki
https://twitter.com/A_acoustiki
https://www.youtube.com/c/alphaacoustikiltd
https://www.youtube.com/c/alphaacoustikiltd
http://www.instagram.com/alpha_acoustiki_ltd/
https://www.instagram.com/alpha_acoustiki_ltd/
https://www.linkedin.com/authwall?trk=gf&trkInfo=AQFoJcWmnmoF0gAAAXUswE7QMnVU8LnctbsGBmdSIio2RntjSgGlO92X6365kOO0Z7JjGLVIsVUJ7iGP7xxckrTn8uVEssKU3Pcl1SlIm71BKjX6afmyzntGiXpJ4N1VBG1-VGY=&originalReferer=&sessionRedirect=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fcompany%2Falpha-acoustiki-ltd-
mailto:info%40alphacoustic.com?subject=
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Alpha+Acoustiki+Ltd+Your+Acoustic+Consultants/@38.0082951,23.7854493,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x14a1981188cf9b9b:0xe7f16f2ae21942de!8m2!3d38.0082909!4d23.787638
https://goo.gl/maps/ThMB9n1XxKC7Ausq5
https://goo.gl/maps/ThMB9n1XxKC7Ausq5
https://goo.gl/maps/ThMB9n1XxKC7Ausq5
https://alphacoustic.com/en/architectural-acoustics/acoustic-panels-with-light/ceiling/
https://alphacoustic.com/en/architectural-acoustics/acoustic-panels-with-light/cloud-with-perimetric-light/

